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DETERMINISTIC VERSUS PROBABILISTIC PACKETSAMPLING IN THE INTERNETYOUSRA CHABCHOUB, CHRISTINE FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN,AND PHILIPPE ROBERTAbstrat. Under the assumption that pakets are suiently interleaved andthe sampling rate is small, we show in this paper that those harateristis ofows like the number of pakets, volume, et. obtained through determinis-ti 1-out-of-k paket sampling is equivalent to random paket sampling withrate p = 1/k. In partiular, it is shown that under mild assumptions, the taildistribution of the total number of pakets in a given ow an be estimatedfrom the distribution of the number of sampled pakets. Expliit theoretialbounds are then derived by using tehnial tools relying on bounds of Poissonapproximation (Le Cam's Inequality) and renements of the entral limit the-orem (Berry-Essen bounds). Experimental results from an ADSL trae showa good agreement with the theoretial results established in this paper.1. IntrodutionPaket sampling is an eient method of reduing the amount of data to retrieveand to analyze in order to study the harateristis of IP tra (f. the drafts ofIPFIX [11℄ and PSAMP [12℄ working groups at the IETF). The simplest approahto paket sampling is ertainly the so-alled 1-out-of-k sampling tehnique, whihonsists of apturing and analyzing one paket every other k pakets. This methodwill be referred to in the following as deterministi sampling, whih has been im-plemented, for instane, in CISCO routers (NetFlow faility [6℄) and is widely usedin today's operational networks, even if it suers from several shortomings iden-tied in [8℄. In partiular, reovering original ow statistis from sampled data isa diult task (see [7℄ for instane). Dierent solutions have been introdued tooverome these limitations (e.g., the sample and hold tehnique by Estan andVarghese [9℄, adaptive sampling [5, 8℄, et.).Beause deterministi sampling may introdue some synhronization and thensome bias in sampled data, whih bias is not easy to determine beause it dependsupon the realization of ows (i.e., the relative position of pakets between eahother), several studies and IETF drafts [15℄ reommend probabilisti sampling. Inits basi version, random sampling onsists of piking up a paket, independentlyfrom other pakets, with a given probability p. The major advantage is that randomsampling provides isolation between ows: the seletion of a paket does not dependupon the relative position of ows between eah other.In this paper, it is shown that if pakets are suiently interleaved (whih isdenitely the ase on a transmission link of a bakbone network), then 1-out-of-kdeterministi sampling is equivalent to random sampling with p = 1/k. More pre-isely, an expliit estimation of the distane (for the total variation norm) between1
2 YOUSRA CHABCHOUB, C. FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN, AND PHILIPPE ROBERTthe distributions of the numbers of pakets in a ow sampled with the two samplingtehniques is obtained.On the basis of this result, bounds on the dierene between the distributions ofthe original ow size and of the sampled ow size resaled by the sampling fatorare established. If the estimation of the size of a ow with the number of sampledpakets saled by the sampling fator is natural and frequently used in the literature,it is not always aurate and an be wrong sometimes. A bound to estimate theauray of this estimation is therefore important in pratie. Provided that theow size is suiently heavy tailed, it an be shown that the original size of a owan be indeed estimated from the number of sampled pakets.The dierent theoretial results obtained in this paper are illustrated on a traf- trae from the Frane Teleom bakbone network arrying ADSL tra. Forthis purpose, we introdue a ow deomposition tehnique based on an ad-homouse/elephant dihotomy. The theoretial results are applied to elephants. Mieappear as bakground noise in sampled data and their ow size distribution is ofless interest, sine their volume represents only a small fration of global tra.Experimental data show good agreement with theoretial results.The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2, we desribe the tra analysismethodology. The omparison between deterministi sampling and random sam-pling is disussed in Setion 3 and results on random sampling are then established.These results are ompared in Setion 4 against experimental results. Conludingremarks are presented in Setion 5.2. Traffi analysis methodologyLet us onsider a high speed transmission link arrying Internet tra and letus divide time into slots of length T . The onstant T may range from a few seondsto several tens of minutes (say, from one to two hours).In this paper, we are interested in the harateristis of TCP tra sine itstill represents today 95 % of the total amount of tra in IP networks, eventhough the proportion of UDP tra is growing with the development of streamingappliations (VoIP, video, peer-to-peer streaming, et.). To analyze TCP tra, weadopt a ow based approah, a ow being dened as the set of those pakets withthe same soure and destination IP addresses together with the same soure anddestination port numbers (and of ourse the same protool type, in this ase TCP).In the literature on Internet tra haraterization, it is well known that all owsare not all equivalent: there are ows with many pakets, possibly transmittedin bursts, and small ows omprising only a few pakets. Many small ows areomposed of single SYN segments orresponding to unsuessful TCP onnetionestablishments attempts.To simplify the notation, small ows will be referred to in the following as mieand long ows as elephants. This notation orresponds more or less to the ele-phant/mouse dihotomy introdued by Paxson and Floyd [14℄, even if lear deni-tions for mie and elephants do not exist (see the disussion in [13℄). To be morespei, we shall use the following denitions:Denition 1 (Mouse/Elephant). A mouse is a ow with less than b pakets in atime window of length T . An elephant is a ow with at least b pakets in a timewindow of length T .
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1010.10.010.0011e-041e-051e-06(d) Elephants (T = 3200 seonds).Figure 1. Cdf of the number of pakets in mie and elephantsfor T=5 seonds and T = 3200 seonds (b = 20 pakets).We do not laim that the above denitions should be the denitions for mieand elephants; they are introdued for onveniene to split the ow population intotwo distint sets. In partiular, they depend upon the length T of the measurementwindow and the threshold b. In previous studies (see [1℄ for instane), a threshold
b = 20 pakets yields a neat delineation between mie and elephants when dealingwith ADSL tra even for large observation windows.To illustrate the above denitions, we onsider a tra trae from the FraneTeleom IP bakbone network arrying ADSL tra. This tra trae has beenaptured on a Gigabit Ethernet link in Otober 2003 between 9:00 pm and 11:00pm (this time period orresponding to the peak ativity by ADSL ustomers); thelink load was equal to 43.5%. The omplementary umulative distribution funtion(df) of the number Nmice of pakets in mie is displayed in Figures 1(a) and1(b) for T = 5 seonds and T = 3200 seonds, respetively. We see that for
T = 5 seonds, the distribution of the random variable Nmice an reasonably beapproximated by a geometri distribution (i.e., P(Nmice > n) ≈ rn1 ). By using astandard Maximum Likelihood Expetation (MLE) proedure, we nd r1 = 0.75.For T = 3200 seonds, only the tail of the distribution an be approximated by ageometri distribution; experimental results give P(Nmice > n) ≈ c2rn2 for large n,with c2 = .1 and r2 = .6.The distribution of the number Neleph of pakets in elephants is displayed inFigure 1() and 1(d) for T = 5 and T = 3200 seonds, respetively. Now, we seethat elephants learly exhibit a behavior, whih is signiantly dierent from thatof mie. The random variable Neleph has a slowly dereasing distribution, whih
4 YOUSRA CHABCHOUB, C. FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN, AND PHILIPPE ROBERTan reasonably be approximated by a Pareto distribution, at least for moderatevalues of Neleph for T = 5 seonds.We speially have P(Neleph > n) ≈ (b/n)a for n ≥ b = 20. For T = 5 seonds,we nd by means of a standard MLE proedure a = 1.95. When T = 3200 seonds,the distribution of Neleph is more ompliated and an be approximated by twoPareto distributions, namely P(Neleph > n) ≈ (20/n)a2 for 20 ≤ n ≤ 2000 with
a2 = .55, and P(Neleph > n) ≈ (600/n)a′2 for n ≥ 2000 with a′2 = 1.8.Remark. It turns out that taking only a limited time window for the statistis ofthe duration of a ow gives a muh more robust statistial desription of the tra.Additional works has to be done to reover the full information on the duration ofthe ows.In this paper, we are interested in omparing the random variables desribingthe number of pakets in a sampled ow, when deterministi or random samplingis performed.3. Properties of random and deterministi sampling3.1. Deterministi sampling. In the ase of deterministi sampling, one paketis seleted every other 1/p (integer) pakets, where p is the sampling rate. If paketsof ows are bak to bak, then there is little hane of seeing ows more than oneif their number of pakets is not signiantly larger than the sampling oeient
1/p. Fortunately, on a high speed bakbone link, the number of simultaneous owsis very large and pakets of the dierent ompeting ows are highly interleaved.Hene, onseutive pakets of a given ow are separated by many pakets of otherows. This introdues some randomness in the seletion of pakets of a given ow.More preisely, assuming that ows are permanent in a time window of length
T , deterministi sampling onsists of drawing ⌊pM(T )⌋ pakets out of the totalnumber M(T ) of pakets in the time window. If pakets are suiently interleaved,a sampled paket belongs to a given ow f with probability Nf/M(T ) if ow f hasoriginally Nf pakets. Under this assumption, the number of sampled pakets fromow f is nf = Bf1 + Bf2 + · · · + BfpM(T ), where the quantities Bfj are independentBernoulli random variables equal to one if the jth sampled paket is from ow f .Note that if f and g are distint ows, then the variables (Bfj ) and (Bgj ) are notindependent.The assumption of permanent ows is reasonable, when the observation windowlength T is small. When T is large, however, ows may be bursty and alternatebetween on and o periods. This phenomenon has been observed in partiular whenanalyzing elephants in ADSL tra [1℄.3.2. Probabilisti sampling. It is assumed in this setion that random sam-pling is performed: eah paket of a given ow f with Nf pakets is taken witha probability p and the number of pakets in the sampled ow is exatly given by
ñf = B̃
f
1 + B̃
f
2 + · · · + B̃fNf , where the random variables (B̃fi ) are Bernoulli withmean p. The key property of this sampling mode is that it provides isolation be-tween ows. Mathematially, it amounts to the fat that the Bernoulli variables
(B̃fi ) and (B̃gi ) are independent for distint ows f and g.
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omparison between the two sampling methods is done through the estima-tion of the total variation distane between the distributions of nf and ñf ,
‖P(nf ∈ ·) − P(ñf ∈ ·)‖tv
def.
= sup
A⊂N
|P(nf ∈ A) − P(ñf ∈ A)| .Proposition 1 (Probabilisti vs. Deterministi Sampling). Under the above as-sumptions, for a ow f with Nf pakets with E(N2f ) < +∞, the relation(1) ‖P(nf ∈ ·) − P(ñf ∈ ·)‖tv ≤ pE(N2f )
M(T )
+ p2E(Nf )holds. Moreover, as M(T ) goes to innity, the number of sampled pakets nf on-verges in distribution to Q dened by
Q(k) =
pk
k!
E
(
Nkf e
−pNf ) .Proof. The proof relies on Le Cam's inequality onditionally on the value of Nf ,see Chapter 1 of Barbour [3℄. If Pois(λ) denotes the Poisson distribution withparameter λ, then(2) ‖P(nf ∈ · | Nf ) − Pois(pNf )‖tv ≤ pN2f /M(T ).By integrating this relation, we obtain ‖P(nf ∈ ·) − Q‖tv ≤ pE(N2f )/M(T ). Sim-ilarly for ñf , with similar arguments, we have ‖P(ñf ∈ ·) − Q‖tv ≤ p2E(Nf ).Relation (1) is proved. The onvergene in distribution is a diret onsequene ofInequality (2). Equation (1) implies that when the sampling parameter p is small, the distri-bution of the number of sampled pakets of a given ow is lose to the analoguequantity obtained by probabilisti sampling.Considering that if we deal with an elephant, the number of pakets of the owis quite large, the law of large numbers would suggest the following approximation
B̃f1 + B̃
f
2 + · · · + B̃fNf
dist.∼ pNf , so that the total number of pakets of a ow anbe reovered from the number of sampled pakets. In spite of the fat that thisapproximation is quite appealing and natural, it turns out that it has to be handledwith are. Indeed, if Nf is geometrially distributed, then it is easily heked thatthe above approximation is wrong. The fat that Nf is, very likely, heavy tailedhelps to establish suh an approximation. This is the subjet of the rest of thesetion. The following result is a rst step in this diretion.Proposition 2. If hk(x) = x2/4p2 (√1 + 4kp/x2 − 1)2 x ∈ R, k > 0, and therandom variables Bi are Bernoulli with mean p, then
∣∣∣∣∣∣
P


Nf∑
i=1
Bi ≥ k

− P
[
Nf ≥ hk
(√
p(1 − p)G
)
∨ k
]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ cE
(
1√
Nf
1{Nf≥k}) ,where G is a standard Gaussian random variable, for real numbers a∨b = max(a, b),and c = 3(p2 + (1 − p)2)/√p(1 − p).
6 YOUSRA CHABCHOUB, C. FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN, AND PHILIPPE ROBERTProof. Let σ2 = Var(B) = p(1 − p), Sn = B1 + · · · + Bn, S̄n = Sn/n and Ŝn =√
n(S̄n − np)/σ. By Berry-Essen's theorem [10℄, for eah n ∈ N and k > 0,
∣∣∣∣P
(
Ŝn ≥
k − pn
σ
√
n
)
− P
(
G ≥ k − pn
σ
√
n
)∣∣∣∣ ≤
c√
nwhere c = 3E((p − B)3)/σ3 = 3(p2 + (1 − p)2)/√p(1 − p). Thus, multiplying by1{n≥k}, using the independene of Sn and Nf and Fubini's theorem, notiing that
P(ŜN ≥ (k − pNf)/
√
Nf ) = P(SNf ≥ k) and that, if SNf ≥ k then Nf ≥ k, weobtain
∣∣∣∣∣P
(
ŜN ≥
k − pNf
σ
√
Nf
)
− P
(
G ≥ k − pNf
σ
√
Nf
, Nf ≥ k
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ cE
(
1√
Nf
1{Nf≥k}) .Now, we prove that
P
(
G ≥ k − pNf
σ
√
Nf
, Nf ≥ k
)
= P(pNf +
√
NfσG ≥ k, Nf ≥ k)
= P(Nf ≥ fk(σG) ∨ k).Indeed, denoting z = √y, the equation pz2 + zx − k = 0 has two roots in R, equalto z1 = (−x −√x2 + 4pk)/2p < 0 and z2 = (−x +√x2 + 4pk)/2p > 0. Thus, forevery x ∈ R, pz2 + zx − k ≥ 0, z ≥ 0 is equivalent to z ≥ z2, i.e., y ≥ hk(x). Theresult then readily follows. From the above result, under mild assumptions on the distribution of Nf , thetail distribution of B1 + B2 + · · ·+ BNf is related to the tail distribution of Nf . Inpartiular, if Nf has a Pareto distribution, we have the following result.Corollary 1. If the random variable Nf has a Pareto distribution, i.e. for some
b > 0 and a > 1, P(Nf ≥ k) = (b/k)a, and if the random variables Bi are Bernoulliwith mean p, then
lim
k→+∞
P
(
B1 + B2 + · · · + BNf ≥ k
)
P(Nf ≥ k/p)
= 1.Proof. We have
P(Nf ≥ hk(
√
p(1 − p)G) ∨ l) = E((b/(hk(
√
p(1 − p)G) ∨ k))a) ∼ (bp/k)a ,sine hk(x) = k/p(1 + O( 1√k )) for large k. The above asymptoti results have been established for a random variable Nf ,whih has a Pareto distribution. But it is straightforwardly heked that similarresults hold, when only the tail of Nf is Pareto as for the tra trae desribed inSetion 2. To onlude the omparison between the original ow size distributionand the resaled sampled size distribution, let us mention that Berry-Essen boundbased on the normal approximation is aurate only around the mean value. Toobtain a tighter bound on the tail of the distribution, it is possible to establish thefollowing result (see [4℄ for details).
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onstants C0 and C1 suh thatfor any p ∈ (0, 1) and ℓ ≥ 1/p,
∣∣∣∣∣∣
P
(∑Nf
i=1 Bi ≥ ℓ
)
P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
−C1≤u≤C1
3
∣∣∣∣∣∣
P
(
Nf ≥ ℓp + u
(
ℓ
p
)α)
P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)
− 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
C0
P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p)
exp
(
− p
4(1 − p)ℓ
2α−1
)
.From the above result, we see that the quantity P(∑Nfi=1 Bi ≥ ℓ) related to theprobability that a sampled ow ontains at least ℓ pakets is exponentially losefor suiently large ℓ to P(Nf ≥ ℓ/p). In Setion 4, the above theoretial resultsare used to interpret the experimental results when performing deterministi andrandom sampling on the Frane Teleom ADSL tra traes.3.3. Renements. To prove Proposition 1, it has been assumed that ows arepermanent. This assumption is reasonable, when the observation window length Tis small. When T is large, however, ows may be bursty and alternate between onand o periods. To take into aount this phenomenon, onvergene to Poisson dis-tributions as in Proposition 1 an be proved, when ows have dierent transmissionrates.More preisely, let us assume that there are L lasses of ows. For a lass
ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}, rℓ(x) is the transmission rate of a ow of lass ℓ after a durationof time x. The quantity Cℓ = 1T ∫ T0 rℓ(u) du is the average transmission rate of aow on [0, T ]. Flows are assumed to arrive uniformly in [0, T ]. Consequently, foreah ow f in lass ℓ, the number of pakets transmitted up to time t ∈ [0, T ] is
Nf(t) =
∫ t
0 rℓ((u − τf ) mod T ) du, where the τf 's are independent and uniformlydistributed in [0, T ]. It follows that the dierent proesses Nf (t) for ows f in lass
ℓ have the same distribution.For ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , L}, let Kℓ be the number of ows of lass ℓ in [0, T ] and K =∑
ℓ Kℓ . The total number of transmitted pakets up to time u is denoted by
M(u) =
∑K
i=1 Ni(u). Let K = ∑ℓ Kℓ and pM(T ) be the number of samplingtimes between 0 and T , p denoting the sampling rate. When K beomes large,assume that for every ℓ, Kℓ/K tends to a onstant αℓ. By the law of large numbers,
M(u)/K onverges almost surely to C = ∑Lℓ=1 αℓCℓ for all u ∈ [0, T ]. The numbersof pakets nf in the sampled ows f of lass ℓ have the same distribution. We havethe following result, whose proof is given in Appendix A.Proposition 3. If pM(T )/K → x, the distribution of the number n(ℓ) of pakets ina sampled ow of lass ℓ onverge to a Poisson distribution with parameter xCk/C.The above proposition shows that the distribution of the number of sampledpakets of a ow in lass ℓ depends only upon on the ratio of the average rate oflass ℓ to the total average rate in the observation window. This indiates that weould have onsidered the ows permanent at the average rate in the observationwindow. 4. Experimental resultsIn this setion, we onsider the tra trae from the Frane Teleom bakbonenetwork desribed in Setion 2 and we x the length of the observation window
8 YOUSRA CHABCHOUB, C. FRICKER, FABRICE GUILLEMIN, AND PHILIPPE ROBERTequal to T = 3200 seonds and the sampling rate p = 1/100. The omplementaryumulative distribution funtions (df) of the number of pakets in original mieand elephants are displayed in Figure 1(b) and 1(d), respetively. In the originaltrae, there were 252,854 elephants and in the sampled trae, we found 132,352and 132,185 of the original elephants with deterministi and random sampling,respetively.From the above experimental results, we see that the probabilities of seeingelephants after sampling in the dierent ases are very lose one to eah other,about 0.523.If Nf has a Pareto distribution of the form P(Nf > k) = (b/k)a1{k≥b}, theprobability of seeing an elephant by random sampling is
P


Nf∑
i=1
Bi > 0

 = 1 − (1 − p)b + p
∞∑
k=b
(1 − p)kP(Nf > k) ∼ bp + (bp)aΓ(1 − a, bp),when p is small. With a = a2 = 0.55, b = 20, and p = 1/100, we nd thatthe probability of seeing an elephant is approximately equal to 55 %, whih isvery lose to the experimental value. Hene, by estimating the exponent a of thePareto distribution allows us to estimate the probability of seeing an elephant. Thisquantity is ritial for the estimation of the parameters of ows. For instane, forestimating the original duration of ows, a method is presented in [2℄, but theestimation of ν, the probability of seeing an elephant, is ritial beause it relies onthe tails of some probability distributions. The method based on the estimation ofthe exponent of the Pareto distribution is more reliable.The major diulty for exploiting the sampled trae omes from the fat thatwe do not know if a sampled ow is really an elephant or not. If we had adopted theonvention that a sampled ow orresponds to an elephant as soon as it is omposedof at least two pakets, we would have found 143,517 and 144,000 elephants withdeterministi and random sampling, respetively. We see that this onvention leadsto slightly overestimating the number of elephants.Figure 2 represents the df of the number of pakets in elephants after prob-abilisti and deterministi sampling, along with the resaled original distribution
P(N > k/p)/ν, where ν is the probability of seeing an elephant. We an observethat the three urves oinide, whih is in agreement with the results obtained inSetion 3. By using Proposition 2 and Theorem 1 and assuming that random anddeterministi sampling are suiently lose one to eah other, we an reover thedistribution of the original elephants from the distribution of sampled elephantswith known bounds.For the volume V (expressed in bytes) of elephants, we an rst ompute themean number of bytes in pakets. For instane, for the tra trae onsidered inthis paper, the mean number of bytes in pakets of elephants is equal to V̄ = 1000.Then, we an verify that multiplying the number of pakets in elephants by themean number V̄ of bytes in pakets give a fair estimate of the volume of elephants,as illustrated in Figure 3(a). From the results established for the number of paketsin elephants and under the assumption that random sampling is suiently loseto deterministi sampling, we an estimate the volume of original elephants withknown bounds; Figure 3(b) shows that the resaled distribution P(V > x/p)/ν islose to the distribution of the volume of sampled elephants.
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kets in elephants after sampling andomparison with the resaled original size P(N > k/p)/ν alongwith the Pareto approximation.
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urvesFigure 3. Volume (in bytes) of elephants after deterministi andprobabilisti sampling and omparison with the resaled originalvolume P(V > x/p)/ν. 5. ConlusionWe have shown in this paper that as far as the volume and the number of paketsin elephants are onerned, random and deterministi sampling are very lose toeah other, when the sampling rate beomes small. Several results for the number ofpakets ontained in randomly sampled ows have been established. In partiular,bounds between the distribution of the number of pakets in a randomly sampledelephant and the resaled original distribution have been established. Experimentalresults obtained by using a tra trae from the Frane Teleom IP bakbonenetwork show good agreement with theoretial results.Referenes[1℄ N. Ben Azzouna, F. Clérot, C. Friker, and F. Guillemin. A ow-based approah to modelingADSL tra on an IP bakbone link. Annals of Teleommuniations, 59(11-12):12601299,November-Deember 2004.[2℄ N. Ben Azzouna, F. Guillemin, S. Poisson, P. Robert, C. Friker, and N. Antunes. Invertingsampled ADSL tra. In Pro. ICC 2005, Seoul, Korea, May 2005.[3℄ A. D. Barbour, Lars Holst, and Svante Janson. Poisson approximation. The Clarendon PressOxford University Press, New York, 1992. Oxford Siene Publiations.[4℄ Y. Chabhoub, C. Friker, F. Guillemin, and P. Robert. Bounds for paket sampling in theInternet. In Preparation.
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ket sampling for aurate and salable owmeasurement. In Pro. Globeom'04, Dallas, TX, Deember 2004.[6℄ CISCO. http://www.iso.om/warp/publi/netow/index.html.[7℄ Nik Dueld, Carsten Lund, and Mikkel Thorup. Properties and predition of ow statistis.In ACM SIGCOMM Internet Measurement Workshop, pages 68, November 2002.[8℄ C. Estan, K. Keys, D. Moore, and G. Varghese. Building a better NetFlow. In Pro. ACMSigomm'04, Portland, Oregon, USA, August 30  September 3 2004.[9℄ C. Estan and G. Varghese. New diretions in tra measurement and aounting. In Pro.Sigomm'02, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, August 19-23 2002.[10℄ W. Feller. An introdution to probability theory and its appliations. John Wiley and Sons,1996.[11℄ IETF, IPFIX Working Group. IP ow information export. For information, see the urlhttp://www.ietf.org/html.harters/ipx-harter.html.[12℄ IETF, PSAMP Working Group. Paket sampling working group. See the urlhttps://ops.ietf.org/lists/psamp.[13℄ K. Papagiannaki, N. Taft, S. Bhattahayya, P. Thiran, K. Salamatian, and C. Diot. On thefeasibility of identifying elephants in Internet bakbone tra. Tehnial Report TR01-ATL-110918, Sprint Labs, Sprint ATL, November 2001.[14℄ V. Paxson and S. Floyd. Wide area tra: The failure of the Poisson assumption. IEEE/ACMTrans. on Networking, pages 226244, 1995.[15℄ T. Zseby, M. Molina, N. Dueld, S. Niolini, and F. Raspall. Sampling and ltering teh-niques for IP paket seletion, January 2006.Appendix A. Appendix: Proof of Proposition 3Let (tj)1≤j≤pM(T ) be the sequene of the pM(T ) sampling times in [0, T ]. Wehave for any ow in lass ℓ, say, ow i
P(ni = 0) = E


pM(T )∏
j=1
(
1 − Ni(tj)
M(tj)
)
 = E
(
e
PpM(T )
j=1 log(1−Ni(tj)/M(tj))
)
,where ni is the number of pakets in the sampled ow i. First, note that
pM(T )∑
j=1
log
(
1 − Ni(tj)
M(tj)
)
= −
pM(T )∑
j=1
Ni(tj)
M(tj)
+ O
(
1
K
)
.Seond, if f is a twie ontinuously dierentiable funtion in [0, T ], we have
pM(T )∑
j=1
f(tj) =
pM(T )
T
∫ T
0
f(u) du +
f(T ) − f(0)
2
+ O
(
1
pM(T )
)
,sine the points (tj) are distributed more or less uniformly in [0, T ]. Hene, we have
pM(T )∑
j=1
log
(
1 − Ni(tj)
M(tj)
)
= −pM(T )
T
∫ T
0
Ni(u)
M(u)
du +
1
2
Ni(T )
M(T )
+ O(
1
K
).The rst term of the right-hand side is equal to − xT ∫ T0 rℓ(u−τi)M(u)/K du, whih onvergesa.s. to − xCT ∫ T0 rℓ(u − τi) du = −xCℓ/C, when K tends to +∞. It follows that,when K tends to +∞,(3) P(ni = 0) → exp(−xCℓ
C
)
.
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P(ni = k) = E


∑
i1<...<ik
k∏
m=1
Ni(tim)
M(tim)
∏
j 6∈{i1<...<ik}
(
1 − Ni(tj)
M(tj)
)

= E


pM(T )∏
j=1
(
1 − Ni(tj)
M(tj)
)
Σk(gi(t1), . . . , gi(tpM(T )))

 ,where gi(u) = Ni(u)/(M(u) − Ni(u)) and Σk = ∑i1<...<ik ∏kj=1 Xij is the sym-metri homogeneous polynomial of degree k. Denoting Si = ∑pM(T )j=1 X ij for i > 1,Newton's formula
(−1)kkΣk +
k−1∑
p=0
(−1)pΣpSk−p = 0 (1 ≤ k ≤ pM(T ))establishes that Σk an be expressed as a funtion of S1, . . . , Sk. It is lear that
Sq(gi(t1), . . . , gi(tpM(T ))) is the Riemann sum with pM(T ) terms assoiated to gqion [0, T ]. Using Newton's formula, it an be proved that when K tends to +∞,
Σk(gi(t1), . . . , gi(tpM(T ))) ∼
(∑pM(T )
j=1 gi(tj)
)k
k!
.Taking into aount approximation (3), we obtain that, for ow i of lass ℓ,
P(ni = k) → e−x
Cl
C
1
k!
E


(
x
CT
∫ T
0
rl(u − τi) du
)k
 = e
−x Cℓ
C
k!
(
xCℓ
C
)kand Proposition 3 follows.E-mail address, Y. Chab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